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About This Content

One of Germany’s oldest railway lines comes to life in the beautiful and picturesque Munich – Garmisch-Partenkirchen route
for Train Simulator.

Set in the southern part of the German state of Bavaria, the 100km (62 mile) route is mainly single track throughout and runs
from the country’s expansive capital city to the mountainous resorts of Bavaria, on the border with Austria. The first section of
the line from Munich to Pasing, and on to Planegg, was opened on 21 May 1854, and throughout the same year further work

continued to extend the railway to Gauting, Mühlthal and Starnberg.

Over subsequent years, more sections of the route were independently built to service local industries in and around the towns of
Weilheim, Tutzing, Murnau and Partenkirchen; these sections were upgraded and merged in the early 1900s, and on 20

February 1925, an electric hauled train completed the first full run from Munich Main Station to Garmisch-Partenkirchen.

Munich S-Bahn Line S6 services serve the route, running south from Munich to Tutzing, where they terminate. Additionally,
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Intercity-Express (ICE) trains can be seen on the line, running from Munich to Innsbruck.

The Regionalbahn BR 426 is a popular train-set on the S6 Line, a train-set that is included with this route. Built by a consortium
of Siemens, Bombardier and DWA, the BR 426 is almost identical to the BR 425, bar the BR 426 being a two-car unit rather

than a four-car unit. The high powered, lightweight vehicles were designed for short to medium distance services, making them
ideal units for the S6 Line. Features of the model include SIFA, PZB and LZB in-cab signalling and driver safety devices, in-

cab indicators, cab controls and cab lighting.

The Munich – Garmisch-Partenkirchen route is highly detailed and feature-rich, and incorporates night lighting, therefore will
benefit from a higher PC specification than other Train Simulator add-ons.

Scenarios

Seven scenarios for the route:

Training: DB BR 426

Approaching the Alps

Weekend of Skiing Ahead

Early City Run

Afternoon by the Lake

Stormy Night

Commute to Work

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

100km (62 mile) route from Munich to Garmisch-Partenkirchen

25 stations, including Munich Main Station, Pasing, Gauting, Starnberg, Tutzing, Murnau and Garmisch-Partenkirchen

DB BR 426 EMU

Scenarios for the route

Quick Drive compatible

Download size: 1,424mb
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Title: Train Simulator: Munich - Garmisch-Partenkirchen Route Add-On
Genre: Simulation
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Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 15 May, 2014
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,German
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train simulator munich - garmisch-partenkirchen route add-on

Really fun game in which you can either save the town or choose to destroy it, depending on your character choice. Hence the
name, 'Super Man Or Monster' which is fitting to say the least, given the old school look and feel of the game. Not sure if I
would have paid $12 for it, happily atleast. To be fair that is mostly due to the fact that I got it for half off when it was on sale..
Hi guys, can someone help me get this to show in my game please as its not shwoing. I've reinstalled it and its not working at all.
Any help would be really appreiciatted!! TIA. Don't buy it. It is sooo difficult. You can't see the whole map and you are
constantly moving, so you have no time to look ahead and see what is happening. Then you can't get three stars on the levels if
you don't play in difficult mode. I can't even get many of these levels using a walkthrough. I thought I would just play to
completion instead of worrying about getting achievements, but I got so frustrated with each level, that I just decided to give the
whole game a miss. Too bad because it had great potential.. Not yet, no way.. No nudity. I sad am.. I loved this game! Too bad
this is the only game in the series that is for mac. Would buy them all otherwise.

Anyways, I'll say a few thoughts. At first I was disappointed when I first loaded up the game because I thought instead of people
I would manage police cars, ambulances, and firetrucks. Which I thought would be a neat spin on the genre! (why's it always
gotta be people??) Anyways, regardless of that, I still really enjoyed it.

Managed to get all achievemnts except for level 48 which is bugged on mac still. Apparently the devs only fixed it for PC.
Pretty sad that the devs don't give a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about mac. But I guess it's whatever. Not a big deal, I'm not
really an achievements addict. But if you are, get it for PC lol. Not that it matters cause the achievements are only in game and
most people are Steam achievemnts addicts, specifically.

Anyways, on to a new series!. I cannot play this game (any from UBERMOSH series) for more than 3 minutes at once (also for
week).
For whole life I will not be able to do 90% of achievements inside.

But i like it,
Style also,
and Music to.. I really enjoy puzzles and obstacles games so when I was shown this game I was really interested in it. It was a
great game with beautiful artwork. I liked all the characters as well as the underlying story. The only thing I am sad about is that
I finished it in 6 hours. I hope that there will be more levels added or new acts. I look forward to the next game!
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ARCADE WIZARD'S REVIEW

FUN: 5/5

GRAPHICS: 3/5

SHOULD YOU BUY IT?: YES. Really fun to play and let others play and let them be scared and see them move back in real
life. Otherwise Shooting feels great and is fun.. PC Gamer US presented Lords of the Realm with its 1994 "Best Historical
Simulation"! This is a simulation of England\/Wales without king, so all the different nobles are trying their best to grab the
island for their own.

Well there wasn\u2019t really that many western turn-based strategy game back than but I certain enjoyed it many years ago.
Even when I am short of funds to buy games for Christmas 2017 I picked the complete collection of lords of the realm after
having It on Wishlist for about half a year.

After 5 failed attempt I found I still got it by completing this on highest difficulty once again. The famous \u201cOne More
Turn\u201d syndrome still push me to play this all the way to 4 o\u2019clock in the morning on working day.

The game it still was running very smoothly for me and after the first half an hour you start to get use to the old low-resolution
graphics. The music is ever continuous and lacking variety, but you cannot ask too much for a game from 24 years ago. The
gameplay itself lacking many of the new mechanics like troop experience points but the smart economic\/happiness\/health
system are very interesting to toy with. You just about have to move those sliders for every county every turn until you take over
enough lands and get too lazy to pass it to a steward.

As a very old game it doesn't have trading card and achivements. Dosbox also doesn't support steam overlay's screenshoot
feature.

New young player beware as this game do not have a tutorial so if you are playing it for the first time make sure you at least
reading the \u201creadme.txt\u201d guide that\u2019s located in the game folder.

I must confess even as a return player I wasn\u2019t very confident that I remember how exactly to do this game right, so I had
to go on YouTube to watch waytofail\u2019s playthrough of this game. Thanks bro for all the tips and reminder. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Md9B0f-8FgE

8\/10 and this is what is what I give for this game now. Back in 1994 it may be the best but now it\u2019s aged quite a bit yet
it\u2019s still enjoyable and recommend for all strategy game fan to try out. It's dirt cheap for a great classic!. I've only played
the first couple of sections but this game keeps me on the edge of my seat. With all due respect, VIDEOKID puts
PAPERBOY(one of my all time favs) to shame. This is seriously awesome.
Your left thumb will want to quit, but your right middle finger will hit ENTER out of defiance for "just one more round" of this
challenging\/addicting arcade game packed full of pop culture good times. The joke's on you if you don't have this in your
library. \u2580\u25ac\u2580

-10\/10 - Zashish
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